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PDF | The record of student attendance in most universities is done by calling the roll. This system initially uses a web
based database coupled with RFID tagging system with acquire .. expanding academic campuses which is an automatic
.. administrative errors and increase studying quality and.

The interface is designed by PHP. The next sections are problem solving and design implementation. The
implementation of the IoT based attendance system is described in this here. The data stored on a read only tag
can be read, but cannot be edited in any way. The sensor based unit is design as follows: 1 Portable and easier
to carry 2 User friendly 3 Light weight and provide all information about user On the contrary, the
management unit is designed as follows: Figure 2. First OF all we step down the volt ac into 6 volt ac with the
help of step down transformer. We searched on Internet, roamed into the markets in our quest to have an
acknowledgment of the required components and PCB s. This means that in one second, the microcontroller
would execute  It is much easier, friendly and fun to implement. From our cell phones we will be able to view
our house or office environment on the screen, additional security will be provided via HAP. User can plug in
any electrical appliance like mobile phone charger, table fan, or any other circuit like Digital Visitor Counter
also. According to this system authority can sent attendance report to parents email to make concern among
themselves about the less attendance of their children [2] [3]. To obtain smooth DC power, additional filter
circuits are required. This report can be print from the server. Therefore this traditional method of student
tracing cannot prevent proxy attendance, ID card theft and attendance tracing errors that have an outright
effect of quality education. An-other important issue is if any student makes proxy illegally NFC based system
is unable to detect it. Semi-active or semi-passive tags, which contain a battery to run the circuitry of the chip,
but must draw power from the magnetic field created by the reader in order to communicate with the reader.
We are going to show this large scale automation on small scale via PCB Printed Circuit Board manufacturing
respectively. Moreover, the management unit and the central system unit also transmit their data by client
server model. An NFC tag was mounted on classroom desk. NET technology and database support. Two
sensors are used here to make the chip. This form of system is called RFID based attendance system which
focuses on making it possible for the elderly and disabled to remain at school, safe and comfortable. As AC
current passes through a capacitor but DC cannot, the ripples are thus limited and the output becomes
smoothed. GSM module is used to send data to the parents as a message. Antenna Selection Of the two
standard antenna types ferrite rod and gate the larger gate antennas give the best reading range. The on-chip
Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional non-volatile memory
pro-grammar.


